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 Norman's Triumph: The Transcendent
 Language of Self-immolation

 Nicholas Patler*

 On a chilly November day in 1965, a thirty-one year old Quaker pac
 ifist named Norman Morrison, a father of three, left his home in Balti

 more with his infant daughter Emily and drove forty miles to Washing
 ton, DC. Once there, as dusk settled over the capitol city, he drove to the
 Pentagon where he drenched himself in kerosene and struck a match on
 his shoe. It is not clear if he had handed Emily to someone standing
 nearby or had sat her down out of harm's way. As Norman burned alive,
 Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, looking out of his office win
 dow only yards away, was horrified. He watched as Pentagon attaches
 rushed to try to put out the flames, scorching themselves in the process.1

 Sometime earlier that afternoon, Norman had mailed a letter from the

 Washington area to his wife Anne in Baltimore: "Dearest Anne, Please
 don't condemn me . . . For weeks, even months, I have been praying only
 that I be shown what I must do. This morning with no warning, I was
 shown . . . Know that I love thee but must act for the children in the

 Priest's village." This latter reference was in regards to an article that Nor
 man had read that morning in which a Catholic priest described graphi
 cally "women and children blown to bits" from U.S. bombing and na
 palm raids on Vietnamese villages.2

 "What can we do that we haven't done?" Norman asked Anne that

 morning as the two discussed the disturbing article in the quiet of their
 suburban kitchen. They had done everything they could think of: prayed,
 lobbied officials in Congress, withheld their taxes, wrote articles and let
 ters to newspapers and people in power, and worked locally on the grass
 roots level. But the war was escalating quickly and Norman predicted
 that it was going to get far more destructive, with America possibly be
 coming desperate enough to use nuclear weapons against North Vietnam
 (which McNamara later confirmed was a serious option). That past July,
 President Johnson had announced that he was increasing U.S. military
 presence in Vietnam to 125,000 men, followed by the doubling of
 monthly draft calls. One month later, CBS aired the destruction of Viet

 "Nicholas Patler is a 2015 graduate of Bethany Theological Seminary in
 Richmond, Indiana where he earned a masters of arts with a concentra

 tion in historical studies. This essay originated with support and encour
 agement from Dr. Steve Angell at Earlham School of Religion.
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 Norman's Triumph  19

 namese villages by U.S. Marines. For close to six months leading up to
 that November day, Norman kept up with news coverage of American
 bombers raining down Agent Orange, napalm and bombs on the north
 daily. And only three days before his self-immolation, he had attended a
 Quaker conference where a speaker asserted that more civilians than sol
 diers were killed in North Vietnam by a ratio of three to one.3

 Norman was "agonized by the killing of Vietnamese civilians" and
 believed that unless the war was stopped it "would take a heavy toll on
 the soul of America." He listened for divine guidance, the Inward Light
 of revelation that a Quaker waits for in quiet and stillness. Finally, all at
 once, he felt he had received his answer.4 With the "napalmed bodies and
 wailing children" crying out, Norman must have remembered the Viet
 namese Buddhist monk whose burning image had made it all over the
 world. In 1963, Thich Quang Due sat in a lotus position at a busy inter
 section of Saigon, drenched in gasoline, and burned himself to death to
 awaken the world to the suffering of the war and persecution of Bud
 dhists. It was a sacrifice that had deeply moved and awed both Norman
 and Anne.5

 Norman's answer must have also led him to think about Alice Herz, an

 eighty-two year old Quaker-Unitarian peace activist who only eight
 months earlier had sat in front of a federal facility on a street corner in
 Detroit and burned herself alive to protest the war in Vietnam and the
 proliferation of nuclear weapons. Before her self-immolation, Herz wrote
 a letter to her daughter where she explained, "I do this not out of despair,
 but out of hope," echoing Buddhist monks, such as Thich Quang Due.6

 With his path clear, Norman waited for Anne to leave to pick up their
 two older children from school, sometime after which he stuffed Emily's
 diaper bag with extra pacifiers, bottles of milk, and diapers, got in his car,
 and drove toward his destiny.

 The self-immolation of Norman Morrison communicated meaning to
 the diverse persons interpreting it, from power elites to peace activists,
 from Americans to Vietnamese. Moreover, this meaning impacted people
 in different ways. With that in mind, I have attempted to narrow down
 the ways people were meaningfully7 impacted through the different expe
 riences of three people/collectives. Some were genuinely inspired by Nor
 man's self-immolation to take action, through activism and writing,
 against the American war in Vietnam and work for peace. Here we will
 consider some of their responses through Anne's own efforts and eyes, as
 well the way she and others interpreted Norman's act for the country and
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 20  Quaker History

 the world. Next, we will consider how Norman's public burning led Sec
 retary of Defense Robert McNamara on an introspective journey that he
 was not fully aware until years later, but which possibly influenced his
 decisions and actions in the immediate weeks and months following
 Morrisons death and his eventual advocacy of nuclear disarmament and
 alternatives to war. Finally, we will consider some of the ways Norman's
 self-immolation profoundly touched the hearts of the North Vietnamese,
 as well as how his public burning in the U.S. served as war-rallying pro
 paganda for the Vietcong.

 While any one of these could be a study in and of itself, my purpose
 in this essay is to give a summary of each in hopes of offering a glimpse
 of how Morrison's self-immolation communicated to people in diverse
 ways, leading them to respond in some form. In short, the conclusion
 of this paper is that, with the exception of those who rejected his
 self-immolation as morally or psychologically indefensible and closed
 their hearts to any deeper meaning, Morrison's shocking public death by
 burning had a surprisingly meaningful influence on everyday people, ac
 tivists and war-making elites, often in ways that may not always be obvi
 ous or appreciated.

 Opposing the war, working for peace: "I could feel Norman's spirit.
 . . urging me to keep up the struggle. . .

 Anne describes the devastating impact Norman's death had on her and
 the children in her powerful narrative, Held in the Light. She writes that
 "it was as if a heavy curtain fell upon us" and "our family remained in a
 state of frozen grief for years." Whatever meaning Norman's death would
 have for others, it would leave the Morrison family in a state of inexpress
 ible grief and brokenness. It would leave the three children without a fa
 ther, and a mother who for years would be emotionally distant. It must
 be deeply acknowledged here that Norman's self-immolation not only
 ended a life, but also left a family deeply wounded.

 Within that space of frozen grief, however, Anne still found strength
 to not only continue on, but to also work to protest the American war
 in Vietnam. In the weeks and months after Norman's death, with her

 grief bottled-up, Anne "threw" herself "into work to end the war" to
 honor her husband and his sacrifice. "I could feel Norman's spirit just
 out ahead," she wrote, "urging me to keep up the struggle for peace."8 A
 little over a week after his death, Anne wrote about his opposition to
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 Norman's T riumph  21

 war and his willingness to sacrifice his life in the Stony Run (Quaker
 Meeting) newsletter:

 "Norman Morrison was convinced that the control and ultimate elimina

 tion of war is an imperative of this century. He considered war itself—
 and the hatred and passion it inspires—as the real enemy of the peoples
 of Vietnam and the United States. He gave his life as a witness to
 this belief."9

 In addition to writing, Anne also worked doggedly for Quaker hu
 manitarian assistance in Vietnam. She became actively involved with the
 American Friends Service Committee, eventually serving as one of its
 board of directors. Anne also became a sort of lightning rod for Quaker
 and non-Quaker peace activists who transferred Norman's sacrifice for
 peace on to her. She worked with many of them directly, and often was
 in dialogue with many others, sometimes late into the night on phone
 calls with "people in the forefront of peacemaking."10

 Norman's public burning appears to have sped up the tempo of anti
 war activism, a feeling that both Anne and Secretary of Defense Robert
 McNamara shared. "The episode created tension at home that only deep
 ened as dissent and criticism of the war continued to grow," wrote Mc
 Namara.11 Anne writes that she received numerous letters from peace
 organizations and individuals, saying that they were increasing their
 anti-war activism on all levels.12 Tom Wells, in his book, War Within.,
 believes that "the antiwar movement took a stunning turn" after Nor
 man's self-immolation. It also inspired American seminarians and divin
 ity students to participate in a symbolic self-immolation by burning their
 draft cards. Michael S. Foley writes: "Since most American war resisters
 did not express their protest by setting themselves on fire, destroying
 one's draft card in this way demonstrated 'symbolic understanding and
 support' with those who did."13 While antiwar rallies had occurred in
 forty cities around the country in October, the largest rally to date oc
 curred three and a half weeks after Norman's death when 35,000 protes
 tors, including Coretta Scott King, marched on the White House for
 "Peace in Vietnam."14

 In addition to Anne's own increasingly intense engagement and lead
 ership in activism, Norman's death was reported and discussed in the
 media in the days, weeks and months following his death, which proba
 bly inspired activism. Some commentators were negative. But interest
 ingly enough, as Anne tried to read everything she could on her hus
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 22  Quaker History

 band's death, she discovered that they were the exception. Most others
 tried to understand Norman's self-immolation within the context of the

 message that he was trying to communicate. In an article in The Christian
 Century, which was reflective of much of the sentiment, the poet An
 thony Towne declared that Norman and other self-immolators "were
 profoundly appalled by the war in Vietnam and the United States' in
 volvement in it and were persuaded that only this desperate witness
 would prevail against it."15 Even a critical essay in Life magazine, which
 called his death "a deranged act," believed that it would nevertheless
 awaken the "American conscience in regard to Vietnam."16 As a professor
 at Wooster College, where Norman had graduated, explained: "He made
 it a moral question: you couldn't intellectualize it after that."17

 The language of self-immolation, it seemed, was being understood in
 a way that Norman had intended.

 Norman's incomprehensible sacrifice also fired the imaginations and
 hearts of poets. Anne had shared with an interviewer that she felt "poets
 can understand this act better than other people."18 If self-immolation
 for a higher cause is a transcendent language pregnant with mystery
 and meaning, poets seem the most likely interpreters among us. Many
 of them shared their poems with Anne, with several poems finding
 their way into publications, such as Poetry, and newsletters, which in
 cluded Quaker and peace newsletters. Several of the most famous were
 written in Vietnam, becoming a language that was swept into the larger
 public domain, which we will get to shortly. Many others were written
 in the U.S. by poets such as Hugh Ogden, who wrote, "Oblivious and
 wild for peace you breathed/close to murder/and then put her aside/to
 change our history."19

 Anne could also describe the self-immolation of her husband in a sort

 of mystical language from which poetry could emerge, with strong bibli
 cal overtones, or in a way that one could easily imagine inspiring poets,
 which she began doing immediately following the event, and continued
 do so over the years and decades that followed:

 "He was entering eternity. He had a call. If you believe in angels, as I do,
 then I think they were there. I mean, I saw his coat—it wasn't even burned
 that much. . . . My own sense is that he held her (Emily) for the mo
 ment—and then the angel of God intervened."20
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 Norman's T riumph  23

 Taking control of the narrative

 Considering the impact of Norman's death, inspiring word and ac
 tion, why was there so much focus, particularly early-on, with his self
 immolation compared to Alice Herz, whose public burning eight months
 earlier in Detroit for the same causes had barely generated a whisper?
 This question is an important one because the answer reveals how the
 language of self-immolation can be crafted to communicate a meaning.
 For one, Alice's choice of a street corner in Detroit to protest the war and
 nuclear weapons was a marginal location compared to Washington, DC.
 It had little symbolic meaning. But more significantly, nobody stepped
 up to tell her story or interpret her act in the immediate aftermath of her
 self-immolation. Her daughter, Helga, was also a peace activist, but it
 appears she withdrew, understandably, over the pain of her mother's
 death (though Helga and others, including a Japanese writer, would later
 tell Alice's story).

 In contrast, Anne, followed by others, quickly took control of the nar
 rative and framed it in a way that validated Norman's self-immolation.
 Even before leaving the Fort Myer infirmary after identifying Norman's
 body, Anne, with Emily in her arms, dictated a statement to a friend to
 be released to the press:

 "Norman Morrison has given his life today to express his concern over
 the great loss of life and human suffering caused by the war in Vietnam.
 He felt that all citizens must speak their true convictions about our coun
 try's actions."21

 This was followed by a press conference held the next day by members
 of the Stony Run Quaker Meeting where they issued a joint statement
 which made it clear that underlying Norman's self-immolation was an
 "essential message." This message was that Norman saw "our country's
 policies in Vietnam ...as evil." He felt that all traditional protests "seemed
 to fall on deaf ears," and thus his choice of public burning was "a desper
 ate search to find the way to be heard by the American people and by
 their leaders." The following day Baltimore Quakers held a memorial
 service outside of the Pentagon during which they publicly expressed
 their concern over self-immolation, but nevertheless praised Norman as
 "a great man" who sacrificed himself to give life to others.22

 There may have been another reason Norman captured attention and
 imaginations: his utter normalcy in the sense that he seemed like the av
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 24  Quaker History

 erage American man, some details of which had been seeping into the
 public domain in the days and weeks after his death from people that
 knew him. He seemed an unlikely candidate for a brutal self-sacrifice by
 public burning. Norman was a young devoted family man; a college and
 seminary graduate; a minister; the executive of his Baltimore Quaker
 Meeting. He was a reserved man, quiet, thoughtful, a bit awkward, but
 who loved to work with his hands. He was a man of the earth, and a
 lover of creation. Even early-on, while a senior in high school, Norman
 wrote in an essay, "I am, on a small scale an apple grower, a bee raiser, and
 flower bulb encourager."23 If his sacrifice seemed incomprehensible, his
 life revealed itself like a familiar book, which people could understand,
 but which paradoxically deepened the mystery even more.

 The mergence of self-immolation and Quakerism?

 Anne also desired to craft Norman's sacrifice within a Quaker frame
 work, determined to make it fit within its contours, giving it a deeper
 foundation in one of the oldest and most revered traditions. In Held in

 the Light, she mentions the trickle of Quaker concern over Norman's self
 immolation "as not in accord with pacifism and peaceful witness," and
 the opposition to "Emily's presence and the potential of violence done
 to an innocent child." In regards to the latter, she admits that she would
 have not been able to forgive Norman if anything had happened to
 Emily. But she believed that Norman took Emily to remind him of the
 Vietnamese children who were being maimed and killed in war. She
 found peace in her conclusion that he never intended to harm her in any
 way, and that Emily emerged without so much as a scratch (see this foot
 note for one credible account of Emily in the immediate aftermath of
 that day).24

 In her booklet, Fire From the Fleart: Norman Morrisons Legacy in Viet
 nam and at Home, which was published three years before her more in
 depth Held in the Light, Anne implies on the first page that Norman's
 self-immolation, though profoundly non-conventional, was in line with
 the "Quaker injunction to 'Let your life speak.'"25 In Held in the Light,
 Anne wrote that of "utmost importance to Norman was obedience to
 one's internal authority, as informed by God through the Inward Light or
 Inward Christ."26 While moving Norman's public burning toward a
 Quaker framework, she also understated the deep concern that Quakers
 had over her husband's self-immolation. She mentions opposition only
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 Norman's T riumph  25

 to dismiss it with bountiful examples of messages of support from Quak
 ers all over. Yet it appears that in the wake of Norman's death, many
 Quakers grappled with whether there was a "difference between death at
 one's own hand and death at the hands of others." As we saw above, they
 struggled over how taking one's own life, particularly is such a violent
 way, could fit within the peaceful witness of Quakerism, and its emphasis
 on protecting and nurturing life. As one Quaker leader explained, "we
 don't believe in the taking of human life—including one's own. So we are
 all agreed that we wish Norman had not done this and that he had com
 mitted an act against the things we hold very dear."27

 Perhaps such responses motivated Anne to make Norman's act consis
 tent with the things Quakers held dear. It is completely understandable
 why she would do so, and she shows that Norman's self-immolation can
 be interpreted as being consistent with aspects of Quakerism. Even in the
 above critique, Quakers who were against self-immolation still recog
 nized and admired his courage to sacrifice himself for others. Anne quotes
 Quaker historian David H. Fischer that "the Christian had a sacred duty
 to stand against evil in government, and that individual conscience was
 the arbiter of God's truth." She further shares that Norman often talked

 about and preached on taking risks in accordance with God's leading,
 following "the promptings of the Inner Light," and being willing to sac
 rifice oneself on behalf of others. She believed that Norman's "decision

 . . . was one of holy and compelling obedience to an inner directive."
 Several other Quakers believed that "Norman acted in accord with the
 best Quaker traditions" and stressed that it "is the Quaker tradition to
 follow the Inner Light ...even in the face of public misunderstanding."28
 Thus, even though Quakers did not support taking one's life, they had a
 long tradition of responding to inner leading and risking one's life on
 behalf of others. Norman's self-immolation followed roughly along these
 lines, though pushing the boundaries of how far one may be led in fol
 lowing this inner directive.

 And this may have been where the suicidal act of self-immolation and
 the peaceful tradition of Quakerism merge: Anne and many other Quak
 ers believed that Norman was following the Inner Light to sacrifice him
 self to awaken others to the horrors of the Vietnam War and as a witness

 to peace. They believed he did it to stop killing and to awaken the human
 conscience, which Quakers have felt called to do throughout their his
 tory. "In this sense," writes Christian-Buddhist scholar, Sallie King,
 "Norman Morrison was being a good Quaker, indeed a model Quaker, in
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 26  Quaker History

 obeying God's order, as he understood it, to sacrifice himself."29
 Interestingly, the message that Norman hoped his shocking death

 would communicate to the world reached deep inside one man, perhaps
 even more, at the echelon of American power.

 The Haunting (Healing) of McNamara

 The language of self-immolation had not only meaning for peace ac
 tivists and peaceful folks, but it also had meaning for war makers, par
 ticularly one of the most powerful in the world. When Norman stepped
 on top of a small stone wall with a jug of kerosene not far from the Pen
 tagon building, it is believed he had no idea that he was in full view of the
 office window of Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. It is remark
 able that he ended up there, since the Pentagon is a sprawling complex
 taking up thirty-four acres. It is also unlikely he could have known that
 the busy Secretary, often traveling afar, was even in his office that day.30

 When McNamara looked out his window, an aide tried to explain that
 a man with a baby had set himself on fire, the Secretary seemed unable to
 grasp the horrific event. As he watched Pentagon attaches putting out the
 flames and the wailing ambulances arriving, he could only mutter out in
 a barely audible voice, "What? He did what?" McNamara quickly re
 treated from this event, suppressing it deep within, and moved about as
 if things were normal in the abnormal world of war-making in Vietnam.
 He later wrote: "I reacted to the horror of his action by bottling up my
 emotions and avoided talking about them with anyone—even my fami
 ly."31 But the self-immolation of Norman Morrison had seared its burn
 ing image deep within the conscience of McNamara, and the event would
 not let him go, haunting him like a ghost for years.

 Morrison-McNamara presents an irresistible temptation to romanti
 cize how an obscure but courageous hero, representing the best of the
 average person, sacrifices his life and in the process awakens the con
 science of a frightful giant that has been trampling the land and wreaking
 havoc. As a result, the giant is grieved by his actions and he sets out to
 help others and do good. While this sounds like a fairy-tale, it is in some
 sense a caricature of what happened, except that the reality may have
 been even stranger.

 Daniel Ellsberg is famously known for his role in releasing the Penta
 gon Papers in 1971, which exposed the covert actions of Washington
 elites in waging war in Vietnam. He was another man who sacrificed his
 career and even well-being to expose the destructive lies of power. Back
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 Norman's T riumph  27

 in 1965, however, Ellsberg was a speechwriter for McNamara, and had
 followed closely his boss's efforts in taking the U.S. disturbingly deeper
 into the war. Indeed, McNamara had been one of the most instrumental

 people in Washington "pressing for the necessity of a bombing campaign
 against the North (Vietnam)" in the first place.32 By the summer of 1965,
 McNamara was requesting 100,000 more U.S. troops in Vietnam, with
 perhaps another 100,000 in 1966. He also recommended that summer
 that President Johnson "call-up approximately 235,000 reserves and Na
 tional Guard and that the regular forces be enlarged to 375,000 men, by
 increasing ...the draft and extending tours of duty."33

 McNamara went further than increasing troops, however. He recom
 mended an aggressive change in strategy that would result in unleashing
 the worst in humanity and the horrific suffering for Vietnamese (and
 soon for Cambodians) on a scale not yet seen—a mission to "search and
 destroy." Troops were to "take and hold the initiative . . . keeping the
 enemy at a disadvantage, maintaining a tempo in such a way as to deny
 them time to recuperate or regain their balance, and pressing the fight
 against VC/DRV (North Vietnam)." They were to "run them into the
 ground and destroy them." Translation: an unmitigated bombing cam
 paign that would rain down destruction, supported by swarms of ground
 troops that would not give what was left time to rest or—retreat. Shortly
 after McNamara's recommendations, President Johnson announced that
 the troop levels would be increased to 125,000 (25,000 over McNamara's
 numbers), and bombing of North Vietnam intensified.34

 Norman was surely watching the president's announcement that July,
 and we can only imagine that he was disheartened and angered. With no
 end in sight of the war, and the destructive war promising to become ever
 more destructive, a sense of desperation began to take hold of him. But
 Norman did not have hard feelings toward Johnson, McNamara or any
 particular leader, according to Anne. She shared with an interviewer that
 "it was the impersonal, mechanistic thinking and the acceptance of vio
 lence toward the innocent in Vietnam that he was witnessing against, and
 the Pentagon was its representative."35

 Norman's public burning deeply impacted McNamara. The former
 defense secretary admits that it not only impacted him; it reached into
 his home life where his family was also "deeply affected by it." In his
 book, In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam, where McNa
 mara admits with candor and humility that U.S. policy had been "terri
 bly wrong," a few of the things he shares in regards to Norman's self-im
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 28  Quaker History

 molation seem pregnant with meaning. One is when he writes, "Marg
 and our three children shared many of Morrison's feelings about the war."
 This potentially reveals that there was opposition to McNamara's role in
 the war before Norman's death from the most intimate place possible and
 from the people he loved the most: his own family, under his own roof.
 How this manifested in his personal world is not clear. However, it must
 have seeped in at some level, impacting his conscience, possibly leading
 him to question himself. One thing McNamara reveals with anguish in
 his book is how people would come up to him in public, often when he
 was with his family, and scream "Murderer!" and "Baby burner!" He
 writes how it deeply upset him and his family, and how his wife and son
 developed ulcers from the stress.36

 McNamara says something else that seems pregnant with meaning:
 "And I believed I understood and shared some of his (Norman's)
 thoughts."37 Thus, the man who worked persuasively to escalate the war
 shared some of the thoughts of an anti-war activist. Was this because of
 his family's influence? Had he been suppressing it until it became unbear
 able? He admits his "grave weakness" of "bottling up" his "emotions" and
 turning "inward," refusing to talk about things that bothered him.38 Per
 haps there were always two McNamaras, divided and in conflict, with the
 one who shared the thoughts of a peace activist awakened by the bolt of
 lightning that struck him on that November day.

 I mention all of this because it is possible that McNamara's conscience
 and even guilt over his role in Vietnam was just below the surface or al
 ready brewing when Norman burned himself to death at the Pentagon.
 Or perhaps it lay deep within, stirring at times, but dormant at others,
 and was ignited by Norman's fire. Whatever the case, within a month
 after Norman's death observers noticed "a discernable change in mood"
 in McNamara. It was so striking since it seemed the Secretary had almost
 overnight gone from "overflowing confidence to grave doubts" about the
 American war in Vietnam.39

 More significantly, behind the scenes, McNamara, who had been
 one of the busiest escalators of the war, was now trying to de-escalate it.
 According to Paul Hendrickson, declassified documents show that
 shortly after Norman's death, McNamara was "urging the president in
 memos and in White House meetings and in private conversations to
 consider a bombing pause." In declassified papers, transcripts and notes
 from November-December 1965, "McNamara would be pushing harder
 for bombing pauses and other kinds of options and cessations than
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 Norman's T rjumph  29

 he'd ever pushed."40
 Certainly his reassessment of military realities was an influence.41 But

 Norman's self-immolation in front of his window was one of the "darkest

 moments" of McNamara's life, and may have been "the emotional cata
 lyst" for his striking reversal. In a 1992 article in Newsweek, McNamara
 mentioned "a young Quaker" as one of the most significant people that
 had an impact on his doubts about the war. While McNamara would
 waver slightly in regards to the American war in Vietnam, often stopping
 on the cease-bombing side, it would be the last of a series of secret mem
 os to President Johnson on November 1, 1967 calling for "an end to the
 bombing and negotiations with Hanoi" that would finally spell the end
 of his career as Secretary of Defense. Four months later, President John
 son would "promote" the war-retreating McNamara to president of the
 World Bank, replacing him with the war hawk Clark Gifford who, with
 McNamara's conscience out of the way, would immediately embark upon
 an unprecedented bombing campaign.42

 Anne and McNamara: "a kind of communion"

 Shortly after the above Newsweek article came out in 1992, Anne de
 cided to reach out to McNamara, writing him a letter to help him get to
 know that "young Quaker" a little more. While it appears that McNa
 mara had learned some about Norman, the man who would haunt him
 for years, on his own, Anne wrote:

 "He was a gentle person; a Quaker pacifist and committed Christian; a
 graduate of divinity school ... a passionate man, he cared deeply about
 peace and the ideas of this country. The horror of what American was do
 ing in Vietnam ... drove him to his desperate act. That, plus a kind of ul
 timate calling ...As horrible as witnessing his self-immolation must have
 been, perhaps destiny intended that you should have been that close."43

 Anne ended by assuring McNamara how "Norman would be grateful"
 for his "perspectives on the war now" and his "work for world better
 ment." If Norman had moved toward McNamara, courageously con
 fronting the war makers, McNamara now seemed to be moving toward
 Norman, courageously confronting the warrior demons of the past,
 which Norman had stirred, and scattering them by his honesty and re
 gret. Sometime after the publication of In Retrospect, Anne and officials
 at Stony Run Meeting issued a statement, which they forwarded to Mc
 Namara, calling for "healing the wounds of that war" and the need to
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 "forgive ourselves and each other." They also thanked McNamara for his
 courage in publicly admitting that the war in Vietnam had been a tragic
 mistake, which Anne wrote in her book "was extremely rare among pub
 lic officials."44

 For McNamara, his life path was once again on a trajectory that
 seemed to move him inexorably toward an encounter with another Mor
 rison. A few days later, McNamara would call Anne, expressing how
 moved he was by the "depth and breadth" of her forgiveness. He told her
 that he "should have known a Quaker would be that way." Anne de
 scribed her conversation with McNamara as "surprisingly relaxed and
 candid. ... It was almost as if we knew each other. Norman's death is a

 wound we've both carried. In an odd way, we came into a kind of com
 munion with each other." Indeed, it appears that one Morrison awak
 ened the conscience of McNamara, bringing him face-to-face with his
 sins, and the other Morrison forgave him, helping to heal him and set
 him free.45

 As much as it may have been McNamara's redemption, it was also
 Anne's. Like McNamara, she had suppressed her painful feelings for a
 long time. But during her conversation, they both, together, "spoke" of
 their "emotions, then and now." There was no more hiding, no more
 suppressing, no more bottling-up. It was a release for both of them, talk
 ing emotionally about the past, finding a shared communion in Nor
 man's life and sacrifice, and sharing their hopes for the future.46

 Getting back to the fairy-tale of the frightful giant whose conscience is
 awakened by the unlikely hero, McNamara, the once war-like giant, be
 gan to walk gently in the world as he went on to advocate for nuclear
 disarmament and alternatives to war.47 In doing so, he became the hero.
 But perhaps the giant was transformed most into the hero by his pro
 found humility and honesty, where he takes the light from the unlikely
 hero who perished and illuminates the tragic mistakes and inhumanity of
 the war he helped create. In that regard, he has left a powerful witness
 and testimony of personal transformation, and something with which to
 awaken posterity to the futility and blindness of war, and a map from
 which they can chart a different path. In this sense, the former defense
 secretary's book is as much Norman's story as it is his own.

 Perhaps In Retrospect is, in retrospect, Norman's triumph.

 Norman in Vietnam: "the ultimate sacrifice"

 The language of the American self-immolation was perhaps interpret
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 ed most easily and profoundly by the Vietnamese, who needed no trans
 lation whatsoever. It was a language that to them was familiar, and one
 that transcended all barriers to understanding. There was no shock and
 confusion, or search for meaning and understanding as there was in the
 U.S. It was as familiar to them as the Lotus Sutra, which justifies self
 immolation. Indeed, there is a well-established tradition in Buddhism of

 self-sacrifice in the form of burning oneself for reasons such as to protest
 the oppression of the Dharma. One of the first accounts of the self-im
 molation of a Buddhist monk in the area of Vietnam dates back as early
 as the fifth century c.e.48

 The Buddhist, Thich Quang Due, who publicly burned himself to
 death at a busy intersection in Saigon in 1963, was the first to do so in a
 long time, however. But his sacrifice by self-immolation inspired many
 others in Vietnam during the war who followed in his wake. As Thich
 Naht Hanh explains: "Love and sacrifice always set up a chain reaction of
 love and sacrifice." This included the student Nhat Chi Mai, a lay disci
 ple of Hanh's, who burned herself to death "to waken love among men/
 to give peace to Vietnam." Hanh writes that Mai "moved the hearts of
 millions of her countrymen, evoking the force of love."49

 Most North Vietnamese knew nothing of Americans except through
 "bombers and bombs and helicopters and soldiers." But then came No
 vember 2, 1965. When Norman burned himself in front of the building
 full of the men whose minds and hearts were conceiving the bombers and
 bombings that were being unleashed upon the north, the Vietnamese
 were moved and inspired. A professor in Hanoi and former Vietcong
 soldier shared with Anne how the news of Norman's sacrifice impacted
 him when he first heard it: "I was in my bunker in the jungle that night
 when the news of Morrison's death came over Liberation Radio. I just sat
 there and cried. That someone in America cared enough about us that he
 would give up his life."50

 The North Vietnamese government immediately seized upon the
 news to craft their own narrative of Norman's self-immolation. They of
 ficially hailed him as a great hero across the airwaves, and used his image
 and sacrifice as war-rallying propaganda. It enlivened an embattled Viet
 cong hunkered down in jungles and bunkers, and touched the hearts of
 civilians throughout the country. Within three weeks of his death, the
 government had designed an impressive commemorative stamp bearing
 Norman's face on a background of flames, with a group of peace march
 ers directly below his image. The words on the stamp read: "Norman
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 Morrison, the ultimate sacrifice as duty and purpose demand." They cre
 ated posters and pictures of his face, which were displayed all over, some
 time next to a picture of Ho Chi Minh, including in factories and the
 windows of Vietcong transport and military vehicles, as well as on the
 fenders of bicycles and in the windows of private automobiles. They
 named at least one street after him in Hanoi; mass public rallies were held
 in his honor; and troops traveling down the trails dubbed the "Ho Chi
 Minh Trail" by the Americans were said to have the likeness of Norman
 sewed on their backpacks.51

 Within a month, Anne received condolences from Ho Chi Minh, and

 an invitation from him to visit North Vietnam, which she respectfully
 declined for the time being. While it is possible that Ho Chi Minh and
 the Vietcong leadership would have used the widow of Norman Morri
 son to further their cause, it would be a mistake to believe that the North

 Vietnamese claim to Norman was only or even primarily strategic, per
 haps even for Ho Chi Minh. They felt as if someone had stood up for
 them from afar in the land of their enemy, and they were profoundly
 touched that he had performed the Buddhist heroic act of self-immola
 tion on their behalf. Minh would continue to send Anne gifts and notes
 expressing his gratitude with notfiing to gain. A eulogy in an Hanoi
 newspaper read in part: "Sleep in peace, NORMAN MORRISON, the
 flame of your sacrifice will never die down in our hearts." Soon the Ha
 noi Revolutionary Museum would display two huge photographs of
 Norman, along with one of Alice Herz, with interpreters telling of their
 heroic sacrifices.52

 Norman became a folk hero throughout the war and would have a
 place of honor in the collective memory of Vietnam. As Anne writes in
 Held in the Light, "For the Vietnamese people, Norman had metaphori
 cally put on the Saffron robe of the Buddhist monk and spoken their
 language. They saw his sacrifice for peace as a great love for them."53

 The pervasive impact of Norman's act in Vietnam can be grasped
 when we consider that self-immolation was not only a cultural value un
 derstood by Buddhists; it was also seen as the ultimate expression of un
 conditional love and courage that one could make, but which very few
 had the courage to do. Hanh explains the famous self-immolation of
 Thich Quang Due, like that of Nhat Chi Mai, as an act of "courage to
 challenge violence and inspire love." He goes on to explain:

 "Like the crucifixion of Jesus, Thich Quang Due's act expressed uncondi
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 tional willingness to suffer for the awakening of others. Accepting
 the most extreme kind of pain, he lit a fire in the hearts of people around
 the world."54

 For the Vietnamese Buddhists, self-immolation was a powerful lan
 guage that only a few had the courage to speak. And as Anne says so
 poignantly in the above quote, Norman, the American, spoke that lan
 guage, and communicated meaning to the masses in a land far away.
 Through his self-immolation in Washington, he stepped into their world
 in Vietnam, and became one of them and one with them.

 The Vietnamese monks and nuns also used poetry and song as a way
 to honor Norman's sacrifice, which was powerfully swept into the streets,
 jungles and classrooms. They had been using this "language of the soul"
 for years to challenge oppression and to awaken others to the deep suffer
 ing of the country and the need for peace. They immediately recognized
 that Norman's self-immolation, which fired their hearts and imagina
 tions, was poetry in motion, and thus the language of poets. The most
 famous poem was "Emily, My Child," written by To Huu, North Viet
 nam's revolutionary poet laureate, only five days after Norman's death.
 After opening the poem with Norman's sprit taking Emily to "the River
 bank, the Potomac" so when "grown up" she will know the way and not
 be lost," Huu transitions into an indictment of Johnson and McNamara
 whose "crimes are piling high. " He tells them that because of their crimes,
 they can never be like the hero Norman: "You cannot borrow the mantle/
 Of Christ, nor the saffron robe of Buddha!" He speaks further to McNa
 mara in a way that perhaps reveals why Norman took Emily with him
 that day:

 Look this way!
 For this moment, look at me!

 Here you see just a man with a child
 In his arms.

 I am of Today,
 And this, my child, my Emily, is the life of all

 Our futures.55

 Huu ends his powerful poem with Norman's self-immolation: "I burn
 my body/So the flames may blaze/The truth. "Emily, My Child" was
 memorized by North Vietnamese school children, and so touched the
 hearts of Vietnamese, it has become part of the country's literary tradi
 tion, known by many even today. Anne explains why Emily captured the
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 heart and imaginations of the Vietnamese: "Because Emily had been in
 her father's arms ...and had lived, she became a symbol of hope and sur
 vival for the Vietnamese during the war, at a time when their own chil
 dren were being wounded and killed. . . ."56

 During the latter 1960s, American visitors to North Vietnam were
 struck by how deeply impacted their hosts were by Norman's sacrifice,
 and how he had become a national hero. They often shared poems and
 songs with the Americans. A delegation led by Tom Hayden, for exam
 ple, listened as their chief interpreter sang a song remembering and prais
 ing Norman's life and sacrifice. Others were met by questions from Viet
 namese that only wanted to talk about the young Quaker.57 When Anne
 visited Vietnam in the 1990s, she was moved and awed by how the Viet
 namese from all over still revered Norman, as well as she and her chil

 dren. The former prime minister, Pham Van Dong, wasted no time in
 letting her know that her family "was esteemed in the highest magni
 tude." He continued: "That anyone at a moment can do something so
 beautiful and noble, well, it's unimaginable ... I think Norman Morri
 son with his sacrifice has become immortal." Another Vietnamese
 man told her about how his headmaster in school called them all to

 gether to share what Norman had done: "Of course, we all cried. I could
 not believe someone in another country would die for us."58 While Anne
 drank in how her husband had touched the "heart and soul of the Viet

 namese," she still had to admit that his death was also used to inspire
 determination in the war. Norman had given his life to end war, killing
 and violence. When she shared this concern with a Vietnamese leader,

 he gently explained: "Ms. Anne, we were fighting for our country and
 our land. We did not want to be dominated by outsiders anymore. Mor
 rison and the peace movement, I am convinced, helped to shorten the
 way and save lives."59

 This is a possibility. If we consider that Norman's self-immolation re
 leased a powerful anti-war protest, and that had also helped inspire a re
 versal in one the most powerful war-makers, perhaps there is much truth
 to this. True, the war continued to grind on destructively for almost ten
 years after Norman's death. Yet, if we imaginatively remove these vari
 ables that challenged the war machine from our history, it is possible that
 the war would have gone on far longer, or that it would have been short
 ened by the horrendous possibility of a nuclear war (nuclear weapons
 were an option).60 Perhaps that was the purpose of Norman's divinely
 inspired mission.
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 We do not have to attach any grand or divine significance to Norman's
 sacrifice to find its significance for the Vietnamese. The significance for
 them was that someone far away had expressed a love and concern for
 their suffering by taking on suffering. This unknown Quaker was for
 them the American Thich Quang Due who like the Buddhist monk had
 transformed himself into a bright torch to illuminate the darkness.

 Conclusion

 In late 1967, as Secretary of Defense McNamara was trying to con
 vince the president and others to stop bombing and seek negotiations, he
 invited an unlikely guest to his office to talk about the war. I wonder if
 Hanh was not in some sense an extension of Norman for McNamara. It

 seems unlikely that it would have ever crossed the Secretary's mind to
 invite a Buddhist anti-war activist to his office before witnessing the
 Quaker's self-immolation. But now Hanh, a Vietnamese peace activist,
 was sitting face-to-face with the man who was responsible as much as
 anyone for unleashing horror upon his homeland. The journey had been
 long and full of suffering: from the Buddhist monks that were protesting
 the war by self-immolation from afar; to Norman knocking loudly on the
 conscience of power at the Pentagon; and finally Hanh's gentle entrance
 into the Pentagon as McNamara opened the door of his awakened con
 science. McNamara listened intently as Hanh talked about the war and
 "the truth of our suffering." The busyness of Washington and war could
 wait, as McNamara kept his visitor with him for a long time that day.
 Three months later, as President Johnson quietly pushed him toward the
 door, McNamara resigned his office.61

 This has been a story of violence, suffering, loss, and grief; a story of
 grace, forgiveness, transformation and healing. It has been a story of
 opening doors, letting others in and others, including ourselves, out. The
 self-immolation of Norman Morrison had been a violent act of love that

 brought diverse people together in strange and unexpected ways. It con
 nected them through a bond of unimaginable sacrifice that reached from
 Washington to Vietnam, from the heart of peace to the heart of war.
 Moreover, there must have been many more, including in Washington,
 whose consciences were awakened by Norman's self-immolation, even in
 the Pentagon.62 Since we know that a leader like McNamara, deep in the
 fog of war, can be led to a clear path of peace and transformation, then
 we have to assume that there were many others who were awoken that
 day that we may never know about.
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 On a personal note, while spending a week in meditation at one of
 Hanh's monasteries in New York, I remember something that a Buddhist
 monk told me after describing how he fled his war-weary country as a
 stowaway on a small ship the day after the fall of Saigon. When I brought
 up the topic of Hanh's talk with McNamara, he responded, "Yes, McNa
 mara. His daughter often visits here for meditation retreats." I am not
 sure which daughter it was. I didn't ask. But now that I am at the end of
 this journey, which this essay has been for me, it seems a poignant ending
 to a powerful story. Norman's legacy, it seems, continues to live on in very
 unexpected ways, as McNamara's daughter crossed over into that world
 of peace and reflection that had begun to call out to her own father on
 that November day, a world away.
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